Seymour Hi!

I enjoyed meeting you and Art real so much! Thanks a million for all your advice and help! I'm doing a lecture for a conference there on no topic in October - meanwhile, they are doing an article in the Des Moines Register on my project and am contacting the State Historical Society. We've already managed to save the world's smallest Grotto in Iowa City - when we get there to take photos for the newspaper, we had begun dismantling it - we talked him out of it and set up an artist volunteer group to help as upkeep on it. Could you possibly send me some print outs of your data base on grottoes in Brazil and maybe one or two...
good examples from other areas. This would lend support to the efforts if I can show Mom an example of your computer cataloguing of them.

Thanks so much—I'll be in touch and back next summer. I hope!

Sincerely,

Jane